


Experience the ultimate in style and performance.

Theorem Power Lift Recliners are designed to be a 

functional and fashionable addition to your living space, 

delivering customised comfort for years to come.

At Theorem, we are constantly updating our range with 

all types of consumers in mind, which is why we can 

offer uniquely beautiful furniture tailor-made for you.

After a long day, enjoy the benefits of inclusions, such as 

lay-flat positioning, power lumbar support, hidden cup 

holders, smart device charging, and more.

Once you see what we have to offer, you too will agree 

Theorem takes Power Lift Recliner design to a new and 

exciting level.



Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair Width

Chair Depth

Chair Height

Operation

66 cm

55.8 cm

51 cm

104.1 cm

111.7 cm

83.8 cm

USB Hand Control

• Independent head, leg, and power lumbar support

• Chaise pad legrest design

• Extended footrest

• Premium leather-match look

• USB hand control

Designed with absolute comfort in mind, the Somerset’s 

timeless charm is sure to leave a lasting impression. 

Put your feet up as this elegant dual motor Power Lift 

Recliner adjusts to your desired position with the touch of 

a button.
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Shown in Rainier (Ocean)



Exemplifying the Theorem difference is the ever-

popular Eton. Incorporating ‘box-in-box’ technology 

that prevents obstruction of the chair while in its 

lifted position, this robust Power Lift Recliner is a true 

expression of the relaxed Australian lifestyle.

• Independent head and legrest

• Innovative ‘box-in-box’ technology

• Heavy-duty weight capacity

• Your choice of two colours

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 180 kg

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair Width

Chair Depth

Chair Height

Operation

53.3 cm

52 cm

48.2 cm

87.6 cm

95.3 cm

106.7 cm

USB Hand Control
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Shown in Stonewash (Dune)



The one-of-a-kind Kennington is the ultimate expression 

of relaxed style and luxurious comfort. Benefiting 

from hidden cup holders and a clever hidden storage 

compartment, this arresting Power Lift Recliner delivers on 

all counts.

• Independent head, leg, and power lumbar support

• Unique duo seat design

• Convenient storage compartment

• Hidden cup holders

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair Width

Chair Depth

Chair Height

Operation

57.1 cm

54.6 cm

49.5 cm

193 cm

106.6 cm

106.6 cm

USB Hand Control
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Shown in Stonewash (Gun Metal)



Available in two leather look options, the Seagrove’s 

distinctive stitching achieves a level of refinement that is 

at once elegant and casual. Benefiting from a discreet 

cup holder and wireless charging pad, this stunning 

Power Lift Recliner resides in a class of its own.

• Independent head, leg, and power lumbar support

• Sleek leather look

• Wireless charging pad

• Hidden cup holder

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair Width

Chair Depth

Chair Height

Operation

55.8 cm

53.3 cm

49.5 cm

99 cm

107.9 cm

106.6 cm

USB Hand Control
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Shown in Picasso (Midnight)



Carefully crafted to meet your comfort needs, the 

head-turning Mercer leaves nothing on the table. The 

chair’s graceful lines and luxurious leather look sets a 

new benchmark in contemporary design. The Mercer is 

available in two eye-catching colour options.

• Independent head, leg, and power lumbar support

• Lay-flat recline

• Extended footrest

• Luxurious leather look

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair Width

Chair Depth

Chair Height

Operation

50.8 cm

54.6 cm

46.9 cm

86.4 cm

104 cm

106.7 cm

USB Hand Control
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Shown in Badlands (Saddle)



Alperton Pembroke

Mercer Studio

Grab a good book and relax as the dual motor Alperton (Petite) quietly adjusts to your preferred 

position. An ideal alternative when space is limited, this petite Power Lift Recliner takes compact 

comfort to the next level. The Alperton (Petite) is available in two calming colours.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Footrest extension

• Space-saving design

• All close and lift button

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 43.1 cm

Seat Depth 46.9 cm

Seat-to-Floor 45.7 cm

Chair Width 74.9 cm

Chair Depth 93.9 cm

Chair Height 99 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Smarter than ever, surround yourself in next-generation luxury with the dual motor Pembroke 

(Petite). Ideal for your home cinema or living space, this stylish Power Lift Recliner places tailored 

relaxation at your fingertips. The Pembroke (Petite) is available in two colour options.

• Independent head and legrest

• Footrest extension

• Compact design

• Steel seat box

• All close and lift button

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 136 kg

Seat Width 45.7 cm

Seat Depth 45.7 cm

Seat-to-Floor 45.7 cm

Chair Width 80 cm

Chair Depth 93.9 cm

Chair Height 101.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Guaranteed to make an impact, the Mercer (Petite) is a smaller version of the standard Mercer 

Power Lift Recliner, with all the same functionality and comfort features. Available in two 

distinctive leather look colours, this space-saving variant ticks all the right boxes.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Footrest extension

• Lay-flat recliner

• Premium leather look 

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 136 kg

Seat Width 45.7 cm

Seat Depth 45.7 cm

Seat-to-Floor 45.7 cm

Chair Width 81.2 cm

Chair Depth 96.5 cm

Chair Height 101.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Smaller than the standard model, the Studio (Petite) offers a seamless lounging experience. 

Retaining all the same functionality and comfort features of its big brother, this popular Power Lift 

Recliner is designed to delight.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Space-saving design

• Available in three exciting colours

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 136 kg

Seat Width 50.8 cm

Seat Depth 45.7 cm

Seat-to-Floor 45.7 cm

Chair Width 91.4 cm

Chair Depth 96.5 cm

Chair Height 101.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Shown in Merino (Fresh)

Shown in Badlands (Eclipse) Shown in Santa Barbara (Fog)

Shown in Mosaic (Truffle)

Merino (Fresh) Merino (Latte)

Badlands (Eclipse) Badlands (Saddle)

Mosaic (Truffle)Mosaic (Fudge)

Santa Barbara (Fog) Santa Barbara (Latte) Santa Barbara (Bark)



Brixton Marcos

Ealing Studio

Crafted with the care and attention you’ve come to expect from a Theorem Power Lift Recliner, 

the Brixton functions as a focal point or sits perfectly paired together with other pieces. Use the 

chair’s innovative USB hand wand to charge your smart device as you relax in style.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Footrest extension

• Lay-flat recline

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 53.3 cm

Seat Depth 48.2 cm

Seat-to-Floor 49.5 cm

Chair Width 78.7 cm

Chair Depth 101.6 cm

Chair Height 106.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

With contoured curves that command attention, the Marcos invites undisturbed relaxation. 

Offering lumbar support, two slide-out cup holders, and more, this popular Power Lift Recliner is 

a masterclass of form and function.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Slide-out cup holders

• Available in two striking colours

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 57.1 cm

Seat Depth 55.8 cm

Seat-to-Floor 49.5 cm

Chair Width 88.9 cm

Chair Depth 105.4 cm

Chair Height 107.9 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Available in two full grain leather options, the Ealing’s impressive list of features combine to 

provide the ultimate in support and lasting comfort. With the touch of a button, this deluxe dual 

motor Power Lift Recliner smoothly and quietly adjusts to meet your needs.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Full grain leather

• Available in two bold colours

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 53.3 cm

Seat Depth 48.2 cm

Seat-to-Floor 49.5 cm

Chair Width 78.7 cm

Chair Depth 101.6 cm

Chair Height 106.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

The Studio is a unique solution for a variety of spaces. Bridging comfort and form, its gentle 

sloping lines make for a plush, inviting statement piece. Available in three colour options, the 

Studio serves as a testament to pared-back style.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Available in three exciting colours

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 57.1 cm

Seat Depth 54.6 cm

Seat-to-Floor 46.9 cm

Chair Width 96.5 cm

Chair Depth 106.6 cm

Chair Height 106.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Shown in Santa Barbara (Latte)

Shown in Bonanza (Walnut) Shown in Santa Barbara (Fog)

Shown in Mosaic (Fudge)

Bonanza (Walnut) Stark (Onyx)

Mosaic (Charcoal)Mosaic (Fudge)

Santa Barbara (Fog) Santa Barbara (Latte) Santa Barbara (Bark)

Abingdon Ludlow
The classic curves of the Abingdon mean it’s a perfect fit for every space. This richly-appointed 

Power Lift Recliner benefits from an independent headrest, supportive power lumbar, two 

discreetly positioned cup holders, and a comfortable chaise pad that fully supports the legs.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Chaise pad

• Hidden cup holders

• Leather-match finish

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 58.8 cm

Seat Depth 53.3 cm

Seat-to-Floor 47 cm

Chair Width 99 cm

Chair Depth 106.6 cm

Chair Height 106.6 cm

Operation USB Hand Control

Sleek luxury and timeless design come together in the form of the Ludlow. Crafted for personal 

comfort, this compact Power Lift Recliner adjusts to provide enhanced support for your entire 

body. The Ludlow is available in two soothing colour options.

• Independent head and legrest

• Power lumbar support

• Extended footrest

• Compact design

• USB hand control

Weight Capacity 158.7 kg

Seat Width 53.3 cm

Seat Depth 53.3 cm

Seat-to-Floor 46.9 cm

Chair Width 83.8 cm

Chair Depth 104.2 cm

Chair Height 105.5 cm

Operation USB Hand ControlShown in Hannah (Coffee) Shown in Stonewash (Dove)

Hannah (Coffee) Stonewash (Frudge)Stonewash (Dove)

Santa Barbara (Latte)



Features

158.7 kg
Weight

Capacity 158.7 kg 158.7 kg 158.7 kg 180 kg 158.7 kg 158.7 kg

Seat
Width

Seat
Depth

Seat-to-Floor

Chair 
Width

Chair 
Depth

Chair 
Height

Operation

Colour 
Options

58.8 cm 43.1 cm 53.3 cm 53.3 cm 53.3 cm 57.1 cm 53.3 cm

53.3 cm 46.9 cm 48.2 cm 48.2 cm 52 cm 54.6 cm 53.3 cm

47 cm 45.7 cm 49.5 cm 49.5 cm 48.2 cm 49.5 cm 46.9 cm

99 cm 74.9 cm 78.7 cm 78.7 cm 87.6 cm 193 cm 83.8 cm

106.6 cm 93.9 cm 101.6 cm 101.6 cm 95.3 cm 106.6 cm 104.2 cm

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

106.6 cm 99 cm 106.6 cm 106.6 cm 106.7 cm 106.6 cm 105.5 cm

Dual motor 
lift chair with 
headrest & 

lumbar function

Petite dual 
motor lift lay-
flat recliner 

with headrest & 
lumbar function

Dual motor 
lift lay-flat 

recliner with 
independent 

head & legrest

Dual motor lift 
lay-flat recliner 
with headrest & 
lumbar function

‘Box-in-box’ 
dual motor 

lift chair with 
headrest 
function

Duo seat, 
dual motor lift 

lay-flat recliner 
with headrest & 
lumbar function

Dual motor 
lift chair with 
headrest & 

lumbar function

Hannah

Coffee

Merino

Fresh

Latte

Santa
Barbara

Latte

Bonanza

Walnut

Onyx

Stark

Stonewash

Dune

Amber

Gun Metal Dove

Fudge

Stonewash Stonewash

158.7 kg 158.7 kg 136 kg 136 kg 158.7 kg 158.7 kg 158.7 kg 136 kg

57.1 cm 50.8 cm 45.7 cm 45.7 cm 55.8 cm 66 cm 57.1 cm 50.8 cm

55.8 cm 54.6 cm 45.7 cm 45.7 cm 53.3 cm 55.8 cm 54.6 cm 45.7 cm

49.5 cm 46.9 cm 45.7 cm 45.7 cm 49.5 cm 51 cm 46.9 cm 45.7 cm

88.9 cm 86.4 cm 81.2 cm 80 cm 99 cm 104.1 cm 96.5 cm 91.4 cm

105.4 cm 104 cm 96.5 cm 93.9 cm 107.9 cm 111.7 cm 106.6 cm 96.5 cm

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

USB 
Hand Wand

107.9 cm 106.7 cm 101.6 cm 101.6 cm 106.6 cm 83.8 cm 106.6 cm 101.6 cm

Dual motor lift 
lay-flat recliner 
with headrest, 

leg extension & 
lumbar function

Dual motor 
lift chair with 
headrest & 

lumbar function

Petite dual 
motor lift chair 

with headrest & 
lumbar function

Petite dual 
motor lift lay-

flat recliner with 
independent 

head & legrest

Dual motor lift 
lay-flat recliner 
with headrest & 
lumbar function

Dual motor lift 
chair recliner 

with headrest & 
lumbar function

Dual motor 
lift chair with 
headrest & 

lumbar function

Petite dual 
motor lift chair 

with headrest & 
lumbar function

Mosaic

Fudge

Charcoal

Badlands

Saddle

Eclipse

Badlands

Saddle

Eclipse

Mosaic

Fudge

Truffle

Picasso

Walnut

Midnight

Rainier

Ocean

Santa
Barbara

Fog

Latte

Bark

Santa
Barbara

Fog

Latte

Bark



THEOREM 
PoWER LIFT RECLINERS 

VISIT THEOREMCONCEPTS.COM TO LEARN MORE. 




